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SERVANT LEADERSHIP
The young men at BCBS have had two
wonderful opportunities to learn the
joy and blessing of serving others. In
appreciation for the BCBS board,
students prepared a gourmet lunch,
set the tables for 18 guests, served
and cleared the meal, and learned the
valuable array of manners for hosting
and socializing with guests over a
meal. They serenaded the board with
their favorite recorder tunes as the
grand finale of this event. Needless to
say, the board was quite impressed!

The annual leaf raking project for the
community landed on a warm, sunny
day. The BCBS bus cruised through
Lexington in search of yards that needed
raking. This year we helped a 90 year old
widow who had just moved to the
neighborhood. After a strenuous hour of
raking, she brought out a basket of
cookies, cold drinks, and a generous
donation to the school. God's hand was
clearly involved, and the students
experienced the joy of serving.

PARENT PARTNERSHIP
BCBS sponsored its annual “Fathers at the Farm” cookout to promote the partnership with parents in raising their
sons. This year’s theme was “Striving for Excellence and Maintaining High Expectations.” Building these
relationships with fathers while sharing the successes and struggles is helpful to everyone in building Godly young
men.
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Mechanical Principles

Building Confidence
and Courage

Farm Chores

Goshen Wilderness Camp
Guest Teacher, Roland, spent a day at the Goshen Wilderness camp with
BCBS teaching survival skills. Students learned that dead hemlock twigs,
pine pitch and pine cones make the best fire starters, and that a tepee
design allows for the best air flow in starting a fire. They built shelters and
practiced the stalking and tracking skills of Native Americans. The day
concluded with students honing their orienteering skills by making treasure
hunts for the other students using compass bearing and paces.

Camping Trip
Since the student body loves to bike, BCBS staff chose a camping
destination near Roanoke's Carvins Cove - renowned for its
mountain biking trails around the lake. A two-hour loop turned into
a four-hour adventure as they rode through creeks and towering
pines, down narrow switchbacks on the mountainside, accidentally
finding themselves on an advanced trail! Playing frisbee golf on an
18-hole, mountainous, groomed course and hiking Sharp Top
Mountain to see the magnificent view of the valley were other
highlights of their trip.

CLASSICAL CORNER
In light of the national election, Veterans Day and the study
of civics, a theme of patriotism was woven across the
curriculum. The civics class discussed presidential
candidates’ views on various issues while learning how the
electoral college works. Students composed poems about
America and essays on patriotism.
America, Land of...
Colossal, radiant seashores of glorious sunshine
Mysterious, grand forests inhabited with wildlife
Elegant, dazzling mountains with rocky peaks and danger
Immense, clamoring rivers, whose elegant shores are unmatched
Gorgeous, extraordinary plains remain silent
Bewildered, creative people of love and faith
Courteous people, stunning scenery, and beloved land
With a waving banner, our blessed land... America
Jagger, 7th grade

Veterans Tea

America, Land of..
Fizzing golden seashores, covered in foam
Majestic, sunlit forests, peaceful and quiet
Massive, rocky mountains, towering and thrilling
Fresh, foaming rivers, splashing and sopping
Vast, open plains, flowery and green
Patriotic, democratic people, who are well-mannered
Who are bound for greatness!
Jack, 5th grade

In preparation for the upcoming Veterans' Tea, guest choir director, Julia, taught the "Buffalo Creek Boys Choir"
how to fully utilize the best instrument, their voice, as they prepared to perform patriotic and folk tunes for the
veterans tea. A short video on the story and inspiration for the penning of our national anthem gave the students
and staff a deeper appreciation for The Star Spangled Banner. All were surprised to discover that the fourth verse
boldly declares God's hand in the establishment of our nation.

Words of Wisdom from the Veterans
* “Put other men first.”
* “There are no aethists in a foxhole.”
* “The Lord looks out for his men.”
* “The military turns a boy into a man quickly.
He learns perseverance, courage,
responsibility and obedience.”
* “You work together for the common good of
others.”
Carl Planck, 102 Year Old Fighter Pilot in WWII

* “Never forget the Lord.”

BCBS Wish List: Youth Backpacks & Backpack Tents
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